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How is the floor at your place?  
 Is it covered with wrapping paper or have you waited  
  until after church to open presents?  
Let's do a show of hands, first for the all gifts already opened crowd…. 
 Now for opening gifts later….  
  How about a little of both?...  
   Is anyone wearing a Christmas present?.... [I am.] 
Still others here have or will be opening gifts  
 on a completely different day  
  because you can't be in a room with someone you love today.  
That happens in my family, too, and it works  
 because today, as most of us know,  
  is not about timing, it's about the giving.  
 
Christmas is the high point of the Christian Year now 
 but that was not always true.   
  It was several centuries before Christmas  
   even became an important celebration in the church. 
Easter and Epiphany were honored from the start 
 along with Pentecost, but Christmas came late. 
Giving presents at Christmas arose from a combination  
 of actions by the  fourth century Christian saint  
  the Bishop Nicolas of Myra  
   and a preexisting pagan gift-giving rites.         
 Bishop Nicolas in modern day Turkey 
  once gave three bags of gold coins  
   to a poor family with three mature daughters 
    because he wanted to protect the daughters        
     from having to sell themselves          
      they didn’t have a dowry for marriage.  
He either tossed the bags through a window  
 to make his gift anonymous, or,  
  he tossed them down the chimney  
   and in one version there were stockings drying by the chimney.    
      And you know the rest. 
But long before Nicholas of Myra, the Romans gave gifts  
 at a new years' festival that also was marked  
  with feasting and well-wishing among friends and family.  
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 There is an ancient description of that feast that reads        
  exactly like a paragraph out of Charles Dickens. 
Because the date of Jesus birth was unknown,  
 the early church fathers chose a random day for it. 
They picked December 25 because it was  
  close to the solstice that marked the return of the light  
   in the midst of long dark winters,  
    a season celebrated in ancient times  
     in Europe by bringing in greens inside the house  
      to remind people that spring would really come again.  
       Often greens were in circles as symbols of eternity. 
It's very hard for us who have always had electric lights  
 to understand just what a powerful turning point  
  it is when the days begin to be longer  
   and the darkness becomes less and less.  
Christianity has always been good  
 at folding other traditions and images in with its own,  
  so we get all the richness of gifts, greens, light,  
   feasting and well-wishing all rolled into one.  
    Yet that of course is only the surface of what this day means.  
 
I was standing by the card rack in a little shop  
 when I overheard two women talking by the cash register.  
“My daughter makes such a fuss at Christmas,”  
 the customer, an older woman, said.  
  “Her children are little and she goes all out,  
   but it takes so much energy, and for what?  
    It seems a terrible waste of time to me.” 
“I know,” replied the clerk.  
 “All that exhausting fuss and bother for a few hours;  
  then it’s over except for the mess.” 
Part of me wanted to turn and say politely through my teeth  
 “But it’s not a few hours; Christmas proper lasts for two weeks 
  and the incarnation, by the way has no time limits at all.  
   And what could possibly be wrong  
    with ‘going all out’ for people you love?”  
I didn’t say anything, of course, because it is particularly grotesque 
 to be rude for theological reasons. So I kept my mouth shut.   
More importantly, the older woman might have been saying  
 a number of unconscious things,  
  ranging from “How I miss being young and full of energy,”  
   to  “I wish my daughter would let me help 
    instead of shutting me out.”   
The clerk might have been saying  
 “I am exhausted with the extra hours  
  of standing up in this shop that Christmas brings.”  
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   Most of all everyone has a right to complain to strangers. 
But I couldn’t help wondering 
  if either of those women were church goers,  
  and whether Advent and Christmas  
   really did mean nothing more to them  
    than a lot of bother and waste.   
If so, I think I know part of the cause. 
 Sentimentality. Christmas is awash with it.   
  Gertrude Mueller Nelson, says sentimentality  
   is “the emotion we feel when we scoop off part of the truth,  
    that part we are willing to accept,  
     and we slather it like syrup to cover  
      what we do not want to see.”  
There are plenty of things we do not want to see at Christmas.  
 We’ll take presents, angels,  
  donkeys and babies in clean blankets, preferably blue.  
We’ll skip the long journey,  
 the news that no one wants to welcome immigrants,  
  especially not now, and the details of birth in a barn.  
The problem, of course, is that the dark details  
 are where the deepest power of Christmas lies.  
With the God who came in poverty  
 so that our poverty of love might be healed.  
  With the God who became vulnerable to every kind of human need:  
   hunger, want, pain, and rejection, even death. 
    And with the God who enters every kind of human joy. 
 
Because the gift at the center of this day  
 is God's decision to enter human life,  
  a decision to be with us, to be of us,  
   to experience all that we experience,  
    and to remain incarnate in flesh forever.  
We find it most powerfully today in the prophet,  
 in the words in Isaiah announcing that  
  we walk around on the earth now with a new name.  
   We are the ones who have been "Sought Out." 
There is nothing passive about being sought. 
 It brings to mind the stories of the shepherd  
  searching for the lost sheep, 
   of the woman tearing her household apart 
    to find a single coin, and other places particularly 
     in the Old Testament where God  
      simply refuses ever to give the people up. 
God is fiercely committed to bringing life and grace to the world, 
 and the fact that a tiny infant represents that fierce desire 
  is wonderfully impossible and strange. 
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  God comes into our not so perfect lives, 
 births new hope in our not so hopeful hearts, 
  sings new songs into our same old song days, 
   and comes this day, not only to those who are prepared, 
    but to everyone, whether we are ready to be  
     the object of so much relentless love or not.  
God comes, and does not leave us, 
 no matter what the women in the shop may think 
  as the days pass, and Christmas is seemingly put away in the attic 
   bits of last years tinsel clinging to its box. 
God will not be boxed up or put away but will still be among us, seeking. 
  Seeking every opportunity to surprise us  
   with sudden grace and joy. AMEN. 


